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QUESTION 1

For security reasons, an administrator removes a user from the Active Directory domain used by all ESXi hosts for
authentication. At the time the user is removed they are actively logged into an ESXi 5.x host through the vSphere
Client. What is true regarding this scenario? 

A. The user immediately loses connectivity to and permissions on the host. 

B. The user retains permissions and connectivity to the host for up to 24 hours. 

C. The user retains permissions on the host until the host is rebooted. 

D. The user retains permissions on the object until the next time the user logs in to vCenter Server. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An administrator would like to have vCenter take action any time a virtual machine is using over 90% of its available
resources for five minutes or longer. Which three actions can be taken by vCenter Server in response to the trigger
without running a script? (Choose three.) 

A. Power on a VM 

B. Reboot Guest on VM 

C. Increase Virtual Machine Memory 

D. Migrate a VM 

E. Increase Virtual Machine CPU Shares 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator has configured a vSphere Distributed Switch to send all network traffic to a collector virtual machine for
analysis. 

However, after checking the collector virtual machine several hours later the administrator finds that no data has been
collected. vSphere 5.x has been deployed in the datacenter. Which two items below could be causing this issue?
(Choose 

two.) 

A. The source virtual machine does not have Promiscuous Mode enabled. 

B. The source and target virtual machines are not both on the same vSphere Distributed Switch. 

C. The port group or distributed does not have Promiscuous Mode enabled. 
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D. The port group or distributed port does not have NetFlow enabled. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

An administrator is setting up vMotion in a vSphere environment. A migration is run to test the configuration, but fails.
On which vSphere component does vMotion need to be enabled? 

A. vCenter Server 

B. Virtual Machine port group 

C. VMkernel port group 

D. vNetwork Standard Switch 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Networking policies for a vSphere Standard Switch, such as traffic shaping and security, can be overridden on which
vSphere elements? 

A. On the virtual machine 

B. On the physical switch 

C. On the physical network interface 

D. On the port group 

Correct Answer: D 
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